
W11CP talks about open-wire and coax, what they
can do for you, and what they can do to you_ Next
month we'll take this information and use it to get
open-wire feeders into the sneck.

Let's Talk About Wire
Part I-Handling Coax and Open-Wire Feeders

BY LEW McCOY-. W11CP

I 've been writing about open-wire trans
mission lineand coax for many years now,
and Istill get letters andquestions pointing
out the reluctance of someamateurs to run
open-wire feeders into the shack to get to
the Transmatch or tuner. In my own case,
I use an insulated type of 450 ohm "lad
der" line and have never really been con
cerned about bringing the line into my
shack. However, a happy ham is best de
fined as, weU,a happyham! Thls artlclewlf
show you a couple of ways to bring your
transmission line inside your house without
coming in with open wire.

I have explained using open-wire feed
linewith antennas many,manytimes in the
past, but I know it will also help the reader
to go over the subject once again so the
problems or non-problems can be cleared
up.

Whenone thinks of feeding an antenna,
almost without exception the newamateur
is led to believe that coaxial line is the only
way to go. Coaxial line is normally well in
sulated and can be run alongside metal or
other coaxial lines, through walls, under
ground,or even through water (depending
on the type of coax),

Sowhy bother with open-wire line?Trust
me, there are many excellent reasons for
using open-wire line. First, for all intents
and purposes it e a lossress line. Onething
you shouldknow about any feed line is that
the losses in the line increase with the
standing wave ratio(SWR). Therefore, if a
line is essentially losstess. as with open
wire types, it means that even with high
SWA present, the losses are insignificant
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-not sowith coax. Second, open-wire line
isconsiderably less expensive when com
pared to coax. The type of line I use, 450
ohm "ladder line" (which can handle 1500
watts) is only 14 cents a foot. Third, it can
be used with a multiband dipole made only
with wire. This can provide the best and
most efficient type of multiband dipole.

Because of the potential for high SWR
losses with a lossy line, coax should beop
erated at or near the impedanceof the line.
The impedance of the line is determined
by the size of the conductors and their
spacing and the type of material used to
hold them apart. Usually we think of coax
in terms of 50 ohms impedance, although
there are numerous other values of coax
ial cable manufactured. To repeat, thepri
mary problem with coax is that the line
must be operated at this characteristic im
pedance, or very close to it, or tosses will
result.

How lossy is coax? Here is one exam
ple, andadmittedly it is a badone. With 100
feet of AG-58fU on 2meters, almost 80per
cent (!) of the power transmitted is lost be
cause of ohmic resistances in the line. To
be fair, one would not use (or should not
use) RG 58fU on 2 meters or even 10 me
ters.Losses with any type of transmission
line increase with frequency, but AG 58/U
is particularly bad. So, if morethan 25 feel
of transmission line must be used, don't
choose AG-58.

Inthe goldendaysof amateur radio (and
don't ask me why they were "golden," ex
cept that goldwas $32anounce),we made
our own open wire lines, usually with No.
12 wire that was spaced 2, 4, or 6 inches
apart.These daysmostamateurs usewhat
is called open wire line, but in actuality it
fsa line that is similar to TV twin lead, with
the exception that it has openings every

few inches to reduce losses. The impe
dance of this line is about 450 ohms. Keep
in mind, though, that like coax, the line is
insulated, although as Ipointed out, much
cheaper per foot.

At this point Jwould be remiss if I didn't
state that one should not use open wire to
feed a directional rotary beam-at least
not without giving the problem some
thought. Anyvery long runs of coaxial line
can produce some bad losses, particular
ly when one is using a beam to obtain gain.
The losses from very long runsof coax can
negate the beam gain. However, in some
cases, amateurs find it necessary to situ
ate the!rbeamsat a considerable distance
from the shack, which would result in high
losses as mentioned. For runs of over 250
feet I wouldsuggestgoing toopen-wire line
to get tothe beam, then using oneof Jerry
Sevick, W2FMJ's 9to 1balanced to unbal
anced t ransformers (see Transmission
Line Transformers, by Jerry Sevick,
W2FMI, pub lished by the AARl). This
would get you f rom the 450 ohm impe
dance of the open-wire to 50 ohms, and
then you could feed the beam directly with
coax.

I cannot stress enough how important
Sevick's book is to amateurs interested in
making baluns or transformers to get from
one impedance to another. I could cover
the const ruction of a 1t09, 50to 450 ohm
transformer/balun in this article, but one
would profit more by stuovinq the design
in Sevick's book.

In the case of a rnuttlband dipole such
as the McCoydipole (June 1992CO) or the
G5AV type, we woulddefinitely want to use
open-wire line. With it we can tolerate ex
tremely high mismatches without loss,
which we cannot do with coax. And that
leads us up to the discussion of feeding a
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Fig . 1- A possible " No-No" some amateurs use: dual coax out
loa tower to feed a dipole. Frankly , Iroma technica/standpoint
this can be rather dumb. The outer shieldof the coax. 'rom the
rig out to the tower, plus the tower itself and the guy wires can
also be an antenna.A ll this can, or could,upset a beam pattern
if there is a beam (and there usually isi on topot the tower. How
ever, I know some readers would swear by such a system, and
in that case Jstate McCoy's rule: "If the darn thing works , leave

it alone. "

bear answering here. For one thing , some
amateurs have had problems of Trans
matches not being able to handle the an
tenna system, and they have experienced
arcing or some other weird problem. Sim
ply put , because a 150 watt Transmatch
means exactly that-it is capable of han
dling 150 walts, regardless of the load or
system. However, some open-wire-fed di
poles, on some bands, will exhibit high RF
voltages, and the capacitors in the speci
fied Transmatch experience RF voltages
that can cause arcs or flashover.This real
ly means the doggone thing won 't handle
the 150 watts ! I have just discussed how
to change this condit ion by chang ing the
load impedance by altering the length of
feed line.

What about using two lengths of coax
and only using the inner conductors to cre
ate a " shielded" open-wire line? (See fig .
1.) It is possible to do this, but there are
several problems which may arise,and I' ll
attemattccover them. First. one would as
sume here that the impedance of the line
using two 50 ohm conductors would be
100 ohms. But that is not important-a'
least if we are going to " tune" the line as
we would do with open w ire . But let me di
gress for a moment.

Yea rs ago I w rote a n art ic le ca lled
" When Is a Feed Une Not a Feed line?"
(Naturally, the answer is when the feed line
radiates and becomes an arrtenna .) This

multiband dipole withopen-wire line.When
I say a " mult iband " dipole, I mean a wire
dipole opened at the center and fed with
open-wire line (or it could be an end-fed
dipole , but I have neve r encouraged the
use of end-fed antennas). One conductor
goes to one side of the dipole and the other
conductor to the other side.

As I pointed out inthe June 1992CQar
tic te, the dipole length is not really impor
tant, but attempt to make it more than a
cuarterwavelerqth long at the lowest band
used-in other words, at least 60 feet for
80 meter operation. You may hear many
discussions about how long the feed line
should be , but simply, it should be long
enough to reach the shack . A problem
arises here in that sometimes we end up
with RF voltages in the shack , usually in
dicating Ihe antenna system load may be
operating at a very high impedance. The
very simple answer to th is is to change the
feed line length by adding more line. If you
are using the type of insulated "open wi re"
line I mentioned, it is no problem to simply
coil up some lengths of the line and insert
this new piece in the feed point at the tuner.
How much line?Acomplete change would
be a quarter wavelength of line. but the
answer is to try different lengths 10 change
the load. You may not need a quarter
wavelength.

I have received calls and lett ers w ith
questions about open-wire leeders that
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use. The real problem here, aside from
losses, is the high RF voltages that cande
velop onthe lines,with the likelihood of line
destruction. Frankly, such an installation
is just not my cup of tea.

In Part II we'll get to decide to bring
open-wire line into the shack-or not to.
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theground lengths tomove that resonance
out of the band.

Onceagain goingback to our dual coax,
keep in mind we still have relat ively lossy
feed lines, plus the fact that these losses
shoot up dramatically when highSWR con
ditions exist. SWRsof 20to 1or higher are
common on tuned lines with multiband
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article went into considerable discussion
about feed line radiation, and it was based
on an event that at first was very baffling,

It seems two amateurshadbought iden
tical beams and towers and had very slrn
llarlocatlons. However,the oneamateur's
antennashad goodfront-to-back ratios on
10and 20meters, whtle theother's did not.
Keep inmind that these stationswere iden
tica l-almost! They wrote to me and
asked why this happened.

At the time I was on a TVI lecture tour
and would be in their area, so I agreed to
stop by.As I said, uponexamination, their
antenna installations appeared identical.
They had the same beams, they both had
batuns installed at the antenna, and the
only real difference Jcould seewas the ac
tuallength of their respective coaxial feed
lines. I reasoned,and as it turned out cor
rectly,that the problem was feed line radia
tion (parallel standing waves), andthis feed
line radiation was upsetting the normal
beam patterns. We used a grid dip meter
and dipped the outside braid of the coax
ial lines.The station that had the poor front
to-beck ratio turned out to show a grid-dip
resonance on the outside of the line on
both 10 and 20 meters.

Keep in mind that any wire or meta l in
the vicinity of the antenna that is resonant
to the frequency of the power in the anten
na cancouplepower from the antenna and
reradiate it. We changed the length of his
coax to get rid of this resonance and the
problem disappeared. His patterns be
came identical to those of the otherstation.
And onemore thing : Both stations hadbal
unsat their antenna, which issupposed to
cool off the lines and cure such problems ,
Naturally, I came to the correct conclusion
that a balun mayor may not help such a
problem.

Getting back to our dual coax , we can
connect the inner conductors to the bal
anced output of the Transmatch in the
shack and ground the shields. But what
about the shields out at the dipole? Most
amateurs who have done this have left the
topside shields just "hanging." Similarly,
if the center of dipole is suspended from
a tower holding a beam or beams, the
shield isgrounded tothe tower. Fig. 1 illus
trates such a setup.

In fig. 1what we have is essentially two
antennas-that's right, two antennas. The
first antenna is a dipole fed by the inner
conductors, and the second is an anten
na consisting of the tower, from its ground
upto the shields and then the shieldsback
to the Transmatch and its ground. In our
world of multiband antennas-from 160
through 10meters-almost certainly that
ground shield antenna isgoing to be reso
nant ononeof thesebands. And if so, it will
certainly couple power from whichever an
tenna is being used. If you have such an
installation ,grid dip the shields to find the
bands it might be resonant on, and change



W11CP concludes this two-part series by
debunking old myths and showing us how easy
it is to work with open-wire line.

Let's Talk About Wire- Part II
Getting Open-Wire Feeders Into The Shack

BY LEW McCOY · . WlICP

VIhenever a feed line is resonant on
the same band as the antenna in use, it is
well nigh impossible to keep the feed line
from coupling energy from the antenna
and reradiating it. Bul is this important?
The answer is yes and no. If you have a
beam and desire a given pattern, then you
certainly don', want the feed line radiating
and giving you something otner than the
desired pattern. On the other hand, tel's
assume you are using a multiband dipole
tedwttn open-wire line.The antenna is go
ing to provideall kindsof patterns. depend
ing on its length, height , band, etc. Feed
line rad iation in this case is not lostpower,
andit isgoing togo somewhereand maybe
work someone for you. Therefore, such ra
diation from a multiband dipole feed line
just isn't that important.

As I have already stated, 1bring my
open-wire linedirectly into the shack. I use
a plastic pipe through my wall to bring the
open-wire line to my Transmatch. Some
amateurs don't want to do this, however.
They want coax coming inside. I know of
two rather simple methods of meeting this
requirement ,and they both will work well.
Inone case a transtcrmerrbalun is used to
get from the coax to open-wire line. In the
other a section of dual coaxial line is used.

A word or Iwo about coax is in order
here.Acoaxial feed line is supposed to be
a two-conductor line.The inner conductor
is one lead and theouter braid is the other.
Unfortunately, the outer braid can be
looked at as two conductors-the inside
and outside of the braid. When you phys
ically attach the outer braid to one side of
the antenna,you of course have physical
ly attached both the inside and outside of
the braid to the antenna . II the outside 01
the braid happens to be of a certain impe-

·Technical Editor,CO.200 Idaflo St., Silver
City, NM 88061
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I coax to antenna/b Loop '" ""' ,,, ooupl',.

li3 Grid dipper

Fig. 1- Thisshows how I couple the grid dip
meter toa loop in the coax. Just laying the
grid dip coil alongside the coax does nol
provide a tight enough coupling. As de
scribed in the text, if you find a dip in one
of the amateur bands, change the coax
length to move the dip out of the band.

dance value (determined by its electrical
length), then you will have a difficult time
keeping AF from flowing back down the
outside of line, causing parallel standing
waves and feeder radiation.

You may read or be warned by many
"experts" that feed-line radiation can
cause TVI or other interference because
such radiation isvertically potarlzed. If they
are careful " experts" they will say " can
cause " to cover themselves , because
quite simply , they could sayall vertical an
tennas "can" cause TV!. In really plain,
simple,easy-to-understand language, any
antenna radiat ion,horizontal and/or verti
cal, " can" cause interference. These ex
perts should realize that a TV installat ion
has no respect for vertical or horizontal
polarization. The real answer to the prob
lem is that anydecent television set shoutd
havebuilt-in protection or a high-pass filter

added to stop any amateur RF overload.
The reason I emphasize the above is

that recently there has been a flood of
praise for what are called " current" choke
baluns. which are supposedto stopor pre
vent feeder radiation . I say "supposed to
stop: ' because in many cases they will do
a good job, but they are not a cure-all . No
balun is . Most of these have been de
scribed for use with powers up to 150
watts. Imade some tests usingcoaxial line
with the shields resonant, via the grid dip
meter method, to a 20 meter dipole. I used
a good grade of heavy-duty coax (for high
power), and I tried different amounts of
large ferrite beads installed over the coax
line at the feed point of the antenna. In all
cases, running 1500watts test. key down,
the beadsgot too hot 10 handle,and in sev
eral cases they actually shattered. Please
understand, this ts a worst-case condition
with the coax line braid being resonant at
the operating frequency.

Imight add that if yougrid dip your coax,
make a small loop of the coax to fit over
the codct your diocer tsee tiqt). This will
provide the necessary coupling .Also,and
most important, theactual electrical length
of the linecannot be measured with a mea
suring tape. The electrical length is the
length from the feed point of the antenna,
down to your station, through your equip
ment, and to the point where the line is re
turned to real earth ground(and we don't
know where that is,but the grid dipper will
show the resonance). To move the reso
nance point, I recommend adding coax or
changing the length to ground by using a
longerground lead.(Don't , for goshsakes,
prune your coax; it costs too much !) II your
beam is multiband be sure to check the
other bands,because it may take several
changes in length to get the resonanceout
of each band. You don 't have to move the
resonance far, as long as it is out of the
band.

Say You Saw It In CO



these materials and transformers.
Point 2 is how efficient is this type of

balancing transformer in providing bal
ancedoutput to open-wire line? Iknow Iam
being redundant here, but the argument
that haserupted over current versus volt
age baluns leaves one wondering if the
whole thing lsa tempest in a teapot. Inthe
first place, and I am speaking now about
open-wire feed to a multiband antenna, it
is well nigh impossible not to have some
feeder radiation regardless of the type of
transformer used. However,it is important
to keep in mind that such radiation is not
lost power. It isgoing togo somewhere and
probably will work someone for you . (Ob
viously, with the current baluntests Imen
tioned above, there ispower lost asneat.)
As long as pattern distortion is not a prob
lem, and it rarely is with wire multiband
antennas, thenthere shouldbe no concern
if there is some feeder radiation.

Since the incept ion of the Ultimate
Transmatch some30 years ago,manufac
turers have used the balunftransformer

YAESU

V

as a matching transformer. Our aim is to
get from coax to open-wire line andget as
balanced a condition as possible. The
cores I used are T-200 type material , and
they are not as critical as ferrite, which I
would not recommend for thisapplication.
Again , I would refer you to Jerry Sevick's
excellent book for complete details on

I have deliberately left this "open " type construction to show the bifilar windings and
the connections to the coax fitting (50-239 type) and the other two leads connected
to the open-wire line. While electrically this would work well , in actual practice the

transformer needs to be mounted in a box or case that is weatherp roo f.

In Part I we showed the basic kit available from The Wireman. Here are the three pow
dered iron cores wound with the 3M insulating tape .

Open wire or
balanced

•
•-
•

YAESU SPECIALISTS
• VHF/UHF HTS.
• 2 Meter Mobiles

• Dual Band Mobiles
• Dual Band Handhelds

• Deluxe HF Radios
• Mobile HF Radios

Full Yaesu line with all your favorite accessories

The Radio Place
~] 5675A Power Inn RD. Sacramento CA. 95824
..,• 9 16-387-0730 Mon.-Fri . 9-S:30PT Sat. IG-S:30PT Fax 916-387-0744

Fig. 2- The 4 to 1 transformer/balun.

Coax

There are a couple of other points that
should be covered before getting downto
coax to open-wire feeder connections .
Years ago when I first described the Ulti
mate Transmatch, l hadthe problem of go
ing from a circuit that was basically single
ended, to abalanced output or line (open
wire or twin-lead feeders). The answer
boiled down to using a voltage type of bal
ancing transformer. This is important be
cause over the years arguments have
erupted about the ratios. standing-wave
matching ,and other things. Keep in mind
this simple fact: Ali i wanted was a trans
former to go from unbalanced to balanced
line.SWR had nothing to do with thedesign
for a verygood reason. If you takethe com
posite antenna system load, the antenna
plus feeders , the load presented at the
Transmatch can be almost any value, as
we are not matching that load with the bal
ancing transformer. Weareconvertingthis
balanced unknown loadthrough theTrans
match to get the load to convert to the un
balanced 50 ohms, the design type of the
transmitter or transceiver.The SWR at the
balancing transformer is not important.
What is important is that the transformer
should be able to handle the mismatched
currents or voltages. That is point 1.

One other aside here: I mentioned the
heating of the current type of batun. The
4 to 1 voltage balun mentioned above,
when properlybuilt as described here, just
does not "saturate" or overheat, as some
people have said. I first made this type of
balun in 1957 and have never had prob
lems, and I run the legal limit. It is true that
this balun may not be " flat" from 160
through 1Ometers, but weare not using il

CIRCLE 141 ON REAnEA SERVICE CARD
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method I described back then in their
Transmatch/antenna tuners, and I might
add with good success, So since this has
wo rked sowell to r somanyyears . I am not
about to suggest a change. t am always
guilty of using cliches so I have tried to
avoid them, but believe me . the old cliche
that goes "If it ain't broke, don't fix it" cer
tainly applies here! Fig. 2 is the circuit of
this 4 to 1 transformer, and the accompa
nying photos provide details for construct
ing the transformer.

The first method of using coax toget out
side the shack to open wire consists of us
ing such a balancing transformer. We must
come oul of the transmitter/transceiver us
ing coax to a Transmatch, then additional
coax out to t he balancing transformer
wh ich converts the system from coaxial
line to ope n-wire line .One important point
here: The commonly available bu ilt-in an
tenna tuner used in nea rly all modern
transceivers will notdo the job. They sim
ply do not have enough matching range to
handle the m ismatches encountered with
a mul tibandtunedsystem. For that matter,
in many cases they will not handle an 80
meter tr ap dipole . A Transmatch that has
a wide match ing range is needed. If you
want to build your own. the handbooks are
full of them.

I do not recommend using long runs of
coax from the Transmatch out to the trans
forme r. Try to keep the coa x length under
25 feet, and by all means use an AG 8/U
type, not AG axo r RG 58. even with just
100 watt s output. If you run high power,
some very high voltages and currents can
be developed and the coax must be able
to handle them. Therefore, use a good.
high-power type of coax.

The re a re commercial coax to open
w ire line transformers available. The MFJ
type Isone (see photo).This is an excellent
transforme r and will eas ily handle 10 to 1
or higher SWR mismatches, However, for

This is the MFJ-912 four to one open-wire
to coax transformer. This is a rugged unit

designed to handle big mismatches.
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Open wire line 10
antenna

Transformer

Coax

more. The Transmatch itself will convert
the unknown antenna load to 50 ohms.

In f ig. 2 a sing le T-200core can be used,
with Teflon-covered wire for powers up to
a couple of hundred watts. For 1500 watts,
key down continuous duty, three stacked
cores should be used.

Construction of the transformer is rela
tively simple. The T-200corelcores are first
wrapped with a laye r of the special insu
lating tape. If you are using the three cores,
after each one is taped use a couple of
strips of tape to tie the three cores togeth
er. Next put the two free ends of the Teflon
wire in a vise and draw the two wires taut.
I would suggest using some strips of the
tape to tape the two conductors together,
making a two-conductor wire. Next insert
this wire "ribbon" through the cores o r
core and w ind until you have at least 10

Open w ire line to a ntenna

Transmatch

SWR
bridge

Transceiver

Fig, 4- Here is thesecondmethodofusingshorrlengrhsofcoax toget outside the shack.
The dual lengths ofparallel coax are brought from the balanced outputof the Transmatch,

out through the wall. At that point, we convert to open-wire line.

W<\II

coax 0:-,'" '.

""..1,;.:
j;<

"~"".

Wall

T ransmatch

those of you who want to roll your own I
have shown how to make one in the pho
tos. That way if something goes wrong and
you have to blame someone, that someone
will be me. The Wi reman (see ads in CO)
sells a kit of pa rts for making the transform
ers. As I said earlier, don't be concerned
about the 4 to 1 ratio, as we are not con
cerned w ith SWR here-at least not in the
sense most amateurs think of SWR, be
cause th is is not a matching transfo rmer.
The thing to keep in mind is that we have
a transmitter or transceiver that must work
into a 50 ohm load, and we must provide
th is load from an unknown antenna system
load. The antenna system load may be very
low or ve ry high impedance with lots of re
actance. and truly, the balunltransformer
is only there to get from an unbalanced to
balanced condition; that is all, nothing

Fig, 3- This shows our goal: to bring the coax through the sosc« wall (or whatever) out
to a transformer and then to the low-loss open-wire line.
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and currents on this coax, so keep it as
short as possible.

Tune up is simple. With the system all
connected and an SWR indicator in the line
between the transmitter and Transmatch,
apply enough power to obtain a reflected
reading on the SWR bridge. Next adjust the
Transmatch for a null or match as rndicat
edby the SWR bridge. You can then br ing
up your power to the desired level.

The second system does not require an
external balunrtranstormer at all. Use the
one that is built into the Jransmatch. Use
two equal lengths of coax to get from the
balanced line output of the Transmatch, 10
a point outside the house, to the open-wire
line (see fig. 4). The coax is run together
and the two inner conductors w ill be your
section of feed line. The coax shield is con
nected together at each end (soldered).
The coax feeders at the Transmatch end
are connected to the balanced output ter
minals on the Transmatch . (In this case ,
the balun/transformer is already built into
your Transmatch : just about all commer
cial units have them.) The coax leads at the
outside point are connected (soldered) to
the open-wire conductors, and the shields
are connected to earth ground.

Wait! I know what you are going to say .
What about the impedance of the open
wire feeders (450 ohms) being connected
to the parallel coaxial feeders (1 00 ohms)?
Isn't this a bad mismatch? It is a mismatch.
but it is ofno importance in this case. The
coaxial section is a balanced line, and
there can be no radiation from it (not only
that, it is shielded). The difference in line
impedance does not matter, because we
are matching or adjusting a complete and
complex ante nna system load via the
transrnatch .

We could. if we wa nted to, make a trans
mission line of combination impedances
-say, 300 ohm line, 450 ohm line, 600
ohm line, etc.-as long as both conductors
in each line a re perfectly equal in length.
In theory, the radiation from one conduc
tor cancels the radiation from the other, so
the line doesn't radiate. If that is true, our
only problem is one of matching this com
pletely unknown load back to 50 ohms at
the transmitter-and that is what we do,
We adjust the Transmatc h as described
earlier. Remember, though ,as I mentioned
earlier, to keep the dual coax lines as short
as possible. The same or similar high volt
ages/currents we mentioned earlier can
exist here.

While I have written this article telling
you what you can do, it is not what I do. I
don 't care if the open-wire line comes in
to the shack . Although I have thoroughly
tested both methods.as I stated at the out
set , I bring myopen-wire line in along with
several coax lines through a section of PVC
pipe and then upto the Transmatch.Some
times , however, amateurs like the idea of
bringing coax all the way in (also it may
keep their wives happy), so be my guest !
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f rom the Transmatch in the shack out to
the transformer be a high-quality line,
RG-8/U type, that will handle 4000 to 5000
RF volts. To repeat: The reason for caution
here is that a high SWR can exist on this
line between the transformer and Trans
match. A high SWR can cause high voltage
or high current 10be present ,which could
cause damage to the coax line . For ttus
reason it is best to keep this coax line as
short as possiote .

I realize I didn't use a specific number
here,but short as possible means just thai .
I know of some amateurs who have used
as much as 50 feet of coax ,but I think this
is begging for trouble . Keep in mind that
a high SWR is likely to exist on this coax
into the Transmatch . For example , an 80
meter doole. 130 feet long,center fed with
open-wire line , is likely to have an SWR of
1Oto 1 or higher appearing on the line. This
mismatch also appears across the trans
former and then goes on to the 50 ohm
coax. The Transmatch in the station con
verts the mismatch 10 a pure 50 ohm
match,but there still can be high voltages
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turns (10 to 12 turns-are okay). You now
have your transformer. It can be mounted
on a metal plate or U, with a coax fitting on
one side and two terminals on the other
side (for the open-wire line). The entire unit
can then be mounted on an outside wall,
post .or whatever (see fig .3). When mount
ed outside. cover the assembly with a plas
tic freezer box to keep out the rain and
snow.The Wireman tells me that they can
supply two dttterent kits-high or low
power .

As I noted earlier t Ihereare a couple of
commercial units sold in wh ich the trans
former is already mounted in a case . One
in particular is the MFJ-912W9JNN remote
transformer ,which is identical in circuit to
the transformer I described above. This
unit uses two cores. but they are larger
than the three I specified in the home-built
version. They will handle at least 2 k ilo
watts with mismatches that are very high
-1 0 to 1or greater . This unit is already in
a weatherproof box with mounting screws
and terminals.

Remember . it is important that the coax
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u..UNUIII fr.n_ lor "'''I<III.., !/I-ohm <.ttIo hi: UN 8Al.UN fronstot....... lor ""'teI>HIsI:
I II V,trfi<;.1 .nl""n... Inve,,1Id l'" "nd pround /11 H"II-w"""s dipole. "nd invertlld V'.

l<Jd . kJPf'''' (.110"'" gClCld gFOUnd .ystemsi. (21 Qu.td "nl""n".
(2) 7S·0HM c""'e. 131 Fr>/ded dipoles
13! A june/ion ofrwo SI).(>HMubl.... 1'1 Rhombic "nd V ""leMU
/. , Shunl·FfId I.......'" p<lrfo,minp OS ""rti=1 IS! V"gi """ms

"men"., . nd
/SI .",. .....!pUI o f " 'F"n"";"", 01cu.. S II"..F .mplifiM ...hen en unl""."."bl<t VSWR condil,on nisi.,

All dftigM wIIoon ..-«eording '0 i"""liClion.. "'" GUARANTEED ro give """,rending r»rform"f>Cft. eomp.m..".
with 0_"",rchlnll lr_onnon ... invited.
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